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Abstract

Paper objective — The objective of this paper is to describe the
implementation of the generic principles of quality control expounded
in the above Propositions, by way of an exemplary application to the
specific case of writer identity. To this end, a semi-automatic software
system, Alphonse [6], was created to experiment with an equally exemplary, yet effective, combination of image processing techniques
using contour orientation as measuring instrument of the handwriting
style, a cocktail of statistical metrics for distances between documents,
and an interactive visualization tool for handwriting datasets, Rex [8].
Quality control in light of document retrieval — Quality control
can be viewed as a special task in document retrieval, insofar as it
means retrieving all mislabeled documents in a dataset. To the difference of document verification, often performed on a single document,
quality control is not mere verification repeated as many times as
there are documents in a dataset. The challenge of quality control
is to group all misclassification candidates at the top of a ranking
list, have an estimate of how many there are, and have the tools for
visual confirmation by the human users of the system. In a previous
publication we minted the concept of “writer retrieval” – the retrieval
of all documents in a dataset produced by the same writer –, which
is itself an extension of writer identification [7]; here we present the
retrieval of misclassifications as an extension of the verification task.
Topic relevance — Misclassification research has been purported
as the most important topic in pattern recognition [82, 38]. Specifically, data quality control contributes to document recognition and
retrieval by improving the performance and security of systems [74,
14, 36]. In parallel, it serves other document processing tasks, such as
identification and verification, by ensuring a healthy data basis. As for
the relevance of writer identity, it is essential to the broadest spectrum
of fields in which handwriting plays a role: biometrics, forensics,
paleography, art dealership, medicine, education, digital libraries,
and so forth. Indeed, it is the availability of writer identities what
makes handwriting-based biometrics and forensics possible. When
assignments of handwriting samples to the wrong writer occur, its
impact varies in nature and intensity. As an example, the performance
of writer identification systems evaluated on the dataset tested in this
paper, IAM OffLine Handwriting database 3.0 [53], popular with
academics, might be better than reported, or worse, due to a small
amount of misclassifications. Quality control is also time consuming
and tedious: it took about six months for one person to manually label
the 382,200 characters of NIST SD3, another widely used handwriting
dataset [86: 209; 35: 1; 87]. Thus, it seems desirable to have at disposal
methods for the quality control of handwriting datasets.
Paper contribution and originality — The paper points toward
an important, but little discussed topic. Its theoretical contribution is
the insight that dataset quality control can be cast as an extension of
item verification, which leads to a generic framework for the quality
control of handwriting datasets, valid for various application domains, tasks, and classification types. The operative novelty of the
paper’s method is to create a quality control layer independent of

Motivation: Handwriting datasets may contain specimens assigned
to the wrong writer. A little discussed problem, such misclassifications, “cuckoos”, can bias recognition, retrieval, identification, and
other expertise systems, with serious consequences in biometric and
forensic applications. Indeed, misclassification research has been
purported as the most important topic in pattern recognition. Objective: We describe the design of a generic semi-automatic method
for detecting possible misclassifications and illustrate it by way of an
exemplary classification criteria (writer identity), measurement feature
(contour orientation), and document distance metrics combination.
Method: The core of the method consists in automated ranking of
writer classes by stylistic variability, using the open source software
Alphonse, followed by visual inspection of a limited number of top
ranking classes, using an interactive handwriting datasets visualization tool, Rex. The method is independent from dataset producers
and does not necessitate training. It is the result of empirical and
theoretical research, and its performance demonstrated on the Swiss
IAM offline handwriting dataset. Findings: We show that to evaluate
the performance of a quality control it is necessary to consider the
interdependency between system sensitivity and task difficulty. We
propose a dataset-independent measure of the scrambling severity of a
dataset and its proneness to misclassification. We find that in a broad
writer population the variability of the contour orientation approaches
a log-normal distribution, increasing the amount of genuine outliers.

1. Introduction

Proposition 0: Rationale. A document recognition and retrieval
system is only as good as its training and live data.
Corollary: Implication. The user does not care if the wrong
document was retrieved because of the low quality of the system or
that of the data, it only sees a wrong answer to his or her request, thus
possibly spelling the demise of an otherwise good product.
Proposition 1: Solution. A writer verification system turns into
a dataset quality control method by verifying the identity of every
sample in a dataset.
Proposition 2: Generalization. Any system verifying the membership of an item to a class becomes a method for controlling the
classification quality, once applied to every data item.
Proposition 3: Specificity. Writer identity is just one among many
instances of handwriting classification criteria to which Proposition 2
applies, such as classification by style, handness, sex, age, or country.
Proposition 4: Constraints. The method given here can be applied
indistinctly to any of the above classification criteria, beyond writer
identity, insofar as the classes are stylistically homogeneous and the
measuring instrument is sensitive to the classification criteria.
Definition: Terminology. We call a mislabeled data item a “cuckoo”, and a class containing cuckoos “cuckold”. The task of retrieving
misclassified data is “cuckoo retrieval”.
*
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Prior work — Despite our best efforts we discovered only two
sets of publications on the identification of misclassifications in handwritten documents, both from the 1990’s [56, 36; 37]. (As a testimony
of the topic’s pedigree, a historical note: The first publications originate in the AT&T Bell Laboratories research group who invented
the Support Vector Machines and, later, Deep Learning [21, 78]. The
second publication was part of a research that sparked a fruitful era
in computational handwriting processing at the Institute of Applied
Mathematics, Bern, Switzerland, of which the IAM handwriting dataset used in this paper was one outcrop.) The difference between our
method and the two others starts with a difference in goals: writer
identification vs handwriting recognition. It results in a structural
difference of the input data: on one hand classes with good homogeneity, due to the relative stability of an individual’s handwriting,
and on the other hand a high intra-class heterogeneity, generated by
mixing allographic characters written by many writers. A pure statistical approach involving no learning is sufficient in the first case,
while learning is necessary in the second. An ensuing requirement
is that of preexisting training data. Both methods contend, however,
partially with the same problems, such as whether to include a manual check of the machine’s output (the answer from all researchers
was “yes”) and how to determine when the check should stop (here,
the solutions are framed by the general approach of the respective
quality control methods: using measures of statistical variance, of
information theoretical surprise, and of Bayesian probabilities of
error rates, respectively). In conclusion, when intra-class variability
is low, frequentist statistics are sufficient to detect misclassifications,
otherwise machine learning is necessary.
Alternative — Anticipating the method description, we mention
that the underlying principle of the proposed handwriting dataset
quality control consists in ranking writer classes by their internal
stylistic variability, ideally resulting in an accumulation of the misclassifications in the top ranks. There exists a straightforward alternative
to our class variability ranking method: reclassify anew the dataset,
using a concurrent number of classifiers and compare their results
with the original classification. Concurrent classification is a wellknown technique, e.g. Web search engines use it for labeling images
(sometimes by human volunteers) and it is even embodied in hardware
(multi-viewer microscopes used by biologists, medical doctors, and
others, to classify specimens by consensus [88]). The idea sounds
attractive for automating handwriting quality control, were it not
for the lack of information on the amount of cuckoos, which makes
it a task of classification with unknown number of classes, a much
harder problem than ranking existing classes by variability [29, 80,
26]. At the same time one has to be sure of the quality of individual
components and the fine tuning of their interaction in this system of
systems. Last, there is the practical difficulty in acquiring multiple
systems: do they exist? how much do they cost? what resources do
they demand? The interest of the class variability ranking method
appears, in these circumstances, as a compelling solution.

the dataset production workflow and software, where usually quality
control takes place. At the level of implementation, we propose an
original system utilizing the synergy between machine and human
capabilities on one hand, and image processing, statistics, and interactive visualization on the other hand. Our choices are based on
empirical and theoretical research, in the favor of which arguments
their good performance. Interviews with the dataset producers were
conducted to understand its design process and history. We also refine
the evaluation concept to account for the interdependence between
system performance, data complication, and use case requirements.
From a practical point of view, the system doesn’t demand training
on preexisting data models, hence its simplicity and generality. The
selected handwriting feature is versatile, robust, and its characteristics
understood. Method implementation and reusability are facilitated by
the publishing of the handwriting analysis software and visualization
tool. An unexpected contribution of the paper is the discovery of a
log-normal type distribution of variability in a writer population, a
topic that begs for further research.
Paper structure — Having clarified the object of the paper,
stated the principles guiding us, and stressed the need for quality
control of handwriting datasets, we will dwell into the state of the
art of quality control (Section 2) and explore the typology, factors,
and implications of misclassification (Section 3). We examine the
proposed detection method (Section 4) and evaluate experimentally its
performance (Section 5) and task difficulty (Section 6). We conclude
with perspectives on future work (Section 7) and a retrospective of
the accomplishments (Section 8).

2. Research on quality control

Fields — Quality control is addressed in document processing by
normed workflow protocols for data acquisition [86, 75], data cleaning
of digital repositories [51], ground truthing of training data [86, 68,
12], error-rate estimation of classification systems [1], and results
evaluation [86, 42]. More generally, the subject relates to a number
of broader scientific fields: statistical process control, devoted to
quality control in industrial and management settings, a field emerged
in the United States before World War Two and later contributed to
the success of the Japanese industry [64, 48, 65]; data quality, crystallized during the “dotcom boom” of the late 1990s and specifically
concerned with digital data [74, 40, 57]; outliers theory, elaborated
in statistics [10, 62]; and misclassification research, fundamental to
pattern recognition [82, 38]. Ad hoc solutions to misclassification
have been developed in a wide range of areas, beyond the dedicated
fields just mentioned, providing interesting inspirational material:
medicine (diagnosis reliability) [50], industrial inspection (surfaces
defects) [59], geographical information sciences (imprecise coordinates)
[76], biometry [52], surveillance (abnormal behavior) [43], satellite
imagery (feature detection) [17, 33], and many more.
Challenges — Regarding writer identity, most quality controls
are consubstantial with the data production process or classification
algorithm [86, 75], creating a need for independent control capabilities once datasets and classification outputs reach end users. Also,
control methods usually employ machine learning, which depends on
the availability of training data and implementation efforts [37, 35,
14]. Finally, some datasets are more prone to errors than others [87],
an information that could improve control systems and evaluation
methods (like in scanning software, where the use of image degradation models are common [9]). These three issues – independence
from dataset producer, learning-free quality control, and prediction
of misclassification proneness – are addressed in these pages.

3. Fundamentals of misclassification

Genesis — Cuckoos are typically created when labeling data with
metadata (labeling errors) and when clustering the resulting entities
in classes (categorization errors). Responsibility lies principally with
the dataset producers, but software, the document writers themselves,
and even environmental factors can play a role in misclassification.
Cuckoos are mostly natural, emerging by accident, due to attentional
and procedural issues (e.g. typos, merging of incompatible data, natural
language or script ambiguities). Another cuckoo specie is artificial,
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Writing variability factors
writer

consistency

Misclassification detectability
individual

population

weak ∙ hen ∙ 272
normal ∙ sparrow
strong ∙ swan ∙ 231

contrast

(1)

••••••••••••
••••••••••••

exogenes ∙ foreigners

none ∙ spy
weak ∙ missionary
strong ∙ ambassador

••••••••••••
••••••••••••
•••• •••••••••

weak ∙ metropolis
normal ∙ city
strong ∙ village

single ∙ flamingo
multiple ∙ myriapod

cluster ∙ commoners
outlier ∙ jester

(3)

observer
style

endogenes ∙ locals

(2)

(4)

shape ∙ lesser ∙ 81
structure ∙ higher ∙ 555

(5)

humans only detect it ∙ dog
algorithms only ∙ mouse
both humans and algorithms ∙ cat ∙ 577
neither humans, nor algorithms ∙ fairy

proneness
context

demographics

text
Classification quality

foreigner ∙ stork ∙ 159
child ∙ rabbit
senior ∙ tortoise
etc.
sick ∙ octopus

goat
worm

(7)

admit ∙ pigeon ∙ 231

model
correct ∙ dove ∙ 231, 208
wrong ∙ cuckoo ∙ 577

(10)

(12)
(13)
(14)

dove
sheep
wolf
lamb

chameleon

genuine
performance

combinatorics ∙ mutant ∙ 297, 208

ground truth

(9)

(11)

phantom
impostor
performance

(6)

(8)

(17)

true no alarm ∙ white dove ∙ 231
false no alarm ∙ black cuckoo

(15)
(16)

reject ∙ chicken ∙ 208, 577

(18)

false alarm ∙ black dove ∙ 208
true alarm ∙ white cuckoo ∙ 577

(19)

(1) “Hen writing” stands for bad, illegible handwriting. Expression attributed to the Latin playwright Plautus, 2nd c. BC, still in use in contemporary Italy [84, 85]. — (2) An epitome of commonness.
— (3) Geese were mascots of Taoist calligraphers in Ancient China [47: 27]; swans emblems of grace in Western cultures. — (4) Stands on one foot / script style. — (5) Caterpillars master multiple
“hands” / styles. — (6) Celebrated migratory bird. — (7) It drank ink. — (8) Hides well. — (9) Adopts local customs / script styles, but ends modifying them / the data distribution. — (10) Stands
out. — (11) Man’s best friend. — (12) Of the electronic pointing device sort. — (13) Even algorithms watch lolcatz on the Internet. — (14) We known domestic fairies are there, but can’t see them. —
(15) Symbol of peace. — (16) Lays its eggs in other birds’ nests. — (17) Admit: unremarkable sight. — (18) Reject: is a bird, but doesn’t fly. — (19) Alarming, although harmless, like a black sheep.

Table 1. The handwriting and quality control bestiary — In Roman characters the
formal terms, in Italics the informal, and in bold writer ids of illustrative samples
from the IAM dataset.
Writing variability factors — Handwriting variability results from complex
interactions of a profusion of writer specific and contextual factors [5: 55–57,
41]. “Bad” writing is just the most familiar cause, the number of distinct “hands”
mastered by an individual is another: polystylistic writers can vary both formal
features, such as slant, and structural features, like allographs. Of particular interest
for misclassification are within and inbetween writer variability, the consistency
of the demographic make-up of writer population and dataset determining the
amount and detectability of misclassifications. A case in point is the presence
of foreigners, remarked by both this author and author Ha [26] in their respective
datasets. Authorship verification poses peculiar problems when dealing with data
obtained over long periods of time, such as in biometric, medical, or historical
applications, because the transformation of script with biological and cognitive
development. Conversely, short-term events, such as substance intake, stress,
and illness, create outlier samples prone to misclassification. Little, if anything,
in the metadata of handwriting datasets records, however, such events, complicating quality control. · Given that, by design, our method identifies writers
with high script variability, it can double as a tool for retrieving specific demo-

graphics. Though, the capability raises ethical and legal questions. For instance,
our system has thrust out of the mass of documents items ostensibly written by
two foreigners, non-native Latin script writers. Would this have been a real life
system, its potential for indiscriminate use would be blatant.
Misclassification detectability — Besides within writer variability, the second
most important factor for the detectability of misclassifications is the disparity, or
“contrast”, between the endogenous and exogenous samples in a writer class.
Cuckoos are more difficult to detect if genuine within writer variability is low and
endogenous-to-exogenous contrast is weak. Similar difficulties arise for populations or datasets with low between writer variability. Different observers have also
different detection capabilities. Documents, individuals, and populations can be
further categorized according to their propensity at being correctly identified in
terms of authorship. The schema, called the “zoo plot” and based on the “biometric menagerie” typology [27: 166–167], is useful to predict the performance
of identification systems or take particular workflow and managerial measures,
such as avoiding some demographics or submitting them to human expertise.
Classification quality — By introducing the term “cuckoo” for a misclassified
item, one might feel curious, or in need for, the nomenclature for what is not
cuckoo and the different sorts of cuckoos. This typology is provided here in the
form of a confusion matrix for misclassification types.

produced intentionally, for legitimate reasons (scientific experiments,
such as in this paper) or out of malice (e.g. forgeries, vandalism).
For other origins of cuckoos see also [57: 5–22, 48: 157, 10: 26–28].
Typology — A typology of writer misclassifications enriches our
understanding on their genesis, prevention, and rectification. Table 1
provides such a classification schema and Fig. 3 supplies examples.
To explore the dataset used in developing the typology, the reader
is encouraged to use the online handwriting features browser Rex,
created by the author for navigation within handwriting datasets. In
regard to the adopted nomenclature, we were guided by the principle of
keeping terms short, clear, and memorable. Insofar as many concepts
have no established names, we shadowed the formal, cumbersome

terms, with names of (mostly) animals, following in this a custom
from the early days of speech processing [25], recently adopted in
biometrics [27: 161–180] and with echoes in criminalistics [71: 150].
Detectability — The detectability of cuckoos depends on the
coupling effect of the sensitivity of the control instrument to misclassifications, the scrambling pattern of which and how many documents
are misclassified to which classes, the dataset structure, the producer
workmanship [11: 35], the sample representativeness, the variability
of the underlying demographics of the writer population, and the text
combinatorics, i.e. the visual pattern resulting from the interaction of
language, script, orthography, and content [2]. Section 6 will further
discuss how these layers affect performance evaluation.
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Figure 1. Process diagram, elements, actuators, and capabilities of the Alphonse Rex quality control system.

Local contour orientation

Severity — The primary aspects to consider when assessing the
implications of identity misclassification are the stringency to detect
them, the tolerance range of accepted failure, the affordance to meet
these requirements with the available resources, the proneness of
populations and producers for misclassifications, and the prevalence
of the phenomenon [83]. The importance of the issue is area and task
dependent, ranging from critical for biometric, forensic, and medical
applications, to benign for art historical studies.
Workflow — Data quality control is managed at the organizational level of data producers or consumers, architectural level of
the adopted control strategy, and computational level of software
implementation [74: 8–10]. By combining the various references in
the quality control literature, a generic procedure for the control of
misclassifications emerges, comprising five steps: (1) assessment of
the errors’ impact for the given use case, (2) procurement of necessary control methods and tools, (3) preventive action by integrating
quality control in the dataset production process, (4) post-production
error detection and correction, and (5) reporting the quality control
procedure and performance. Steps 4 and 5 are relevant to this paper
and are expanded upon hereafter.
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Image filtered with a bank of Gaussian filters of various orientations
Contour orientation maps

4. Method description

Method summary — The backbone of our quality control method
consists in using image processing and statistical analysis to automatically rank writer classes according to within writer variability, then
manually inspect a number of the top-most classes for misclassified
items with an interactive visualization tool. Fig. 1 gives a schematic
overview of the quality control process: extraction of a writing feature,
measurement of class variability, estimation of stops, check for misclassifications within stop limits of those classes with high variability,
and reassignment of misclassified samples to new writer classes.
Feature measurement — The feature is the local orientation
along the writing contour, an angular value, given for each pixel of the
contour, in respect to the handwriting’s horizontal baseline, assumed
parallel to the image abscissa (Fig. 2). It is obtained by convolving
the binarized contour image with a bank of gaussian filters of size
30×30 pixels, sigma 2 and 0.5, and 1 degree orientation step [7]. The
probability density function of the dominant orientation angles is a
vector, the contour orientation profile of a script. It tells us how long
a writer moved the writing instrument in a given direction. Fig. 2
provides an example of two documents attributed in the IAM dataset
to the same writer, a classification to which we were alerted by the
difference of their orientation profiles, leading to the discovery of
distinct signatures on the original documents, and thus to a cuckold
writer class.
The rationale for having selected orientation as feature is as
follows. The scope of this paper is to prove a concept – quality control
by exhaustive writer verification –, not find the best possible feature
for this task. So from this point of view any well performing feature
would do. As evident from Table 2, there are anyways to many features
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Figure 2. The orientation feature, its profile, and its analysis — A sketch illustrates
the concept of local contour orientation for a single character. The anisotropic
filtered images offer a peek into the process of extracting the orientation angles. Once they are obtained for each pixel along the contour, the result can be
visualized by color coding the document. The orientations distribution gives the
probability density function shown by a graph, where the zero angle is relative
to the vertical axis of the image. — These specific handwriting samples are
an example of cuckoos. The quality control system has detected a substantial
difference in the measured signal, the orientation profile; visual comparison of
the two samples reveals, indeed, a stylistic distinctiveness. A verification of the
signatures apposed on the original forms proves the machine and human assumption: despite being labeled with the same writer id in the dataset metadata,
the samples belong to different authors.
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Writer/document types

Writing samples

Orientation profiles

writer

document

top

bottom

N03-103
White cuckoo

577*

Black dove,
Mutant, Clone

208*

White dove,
Swan

231*

Higher myriapod

555*

Lesser myriapod

81

N03-097

D06-060
D06-086

E04-011
E04-015

N01-020
N01-031

A06-100
N02-146

C04-017

Stork

159*

Hen

272

Mutant

297*

C04-035

F04-016
F04-004

G01-022
G01-025

Figure 3. Typology samples — The dataset is IAM 3.0; samples are cut-out of
larger paragraphs; writer class id left of the samples, document id to the right;
on the left hand is the nomenclature defined in Table 1; on the right hand the
orientation profiles of the paragraphs to which the top and bottom samples belong. An asterisk marks documents signed by their respective writers. E.g., the
documents of class 577 are signed with two different names, proving that this is
a cuckold class; while class 555 exhibits the same name in its items, comforting
the graphonomical expertise hypothesis of a polystylistic writer class. When

writer 555 makes structural style changes, such as using different allographs,
writer 81, also a myriapod, morphs superficial parameters, in this case the slant.
Class 208 appears to the algorithm to be written by two writers, possibly due
to a difference in text combinatorics. Class 272 has one of the largest natural
within writer variability in the dataset (rank seven in Fig. 6, with method M2), while
class 231 has one of the smallest variability. Class 159 is signed with a Greek
name – note the Latin “a” written as a Greek “ ” alpha. The disparity registered
by the instrument in class 297 is due to a change in writing case, not writer.
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Contour orientation profiles

to implement, not a few beyond present capabilities in computational
graphonomics. Nevertheless, contour orientation was not chosen
arbitrary. First, it has good descriptive performance, being one of the
top writer identification and verification instruments of the state of the
art [16, 77]; it is a widely used handwriting expertise feature and its
properties studied [4]. Second, it is versatile: various statistical features
of the orientation profile have perceptual correlates. The mode, for
example, is indicative of the script slant, the profile’s entropy relates
to the script roundness, and the spread around the mode reflects the
writer’s consistency [7]. Under statistical scrutiny, contour orientation
is more than a numerical vector, it is a prism that splits an abstract
numeric datum into a variety of meaningful perceptual concepts.
In this sense, there are more than one handwriting feature which
are employed in this paper. The advantage of analytical–perceptual
correlates is to make the quality control system usable beyond the
computing community, by users who don’t necessarily have a mathematical background.
Within writer variability — The orientation profiles allow us
to estimate the stylistic variability (or consistency) of a writer, by
using some measure of distance between the handwriting samples.
An example of profiles for a single writer is illustrated in Fig. 4a. In
the following we explain the process by which we chose our measures
and outline the algorithm for their use.
Choice of methods — Our goal being to find exogenous items in
a collection of distribution vectors, we need a measure that emphasizes
the variability within classes. This can be variously approached as a
problem in outlier detection [10], distance measurement [23, 18], or
shape description [30, 58, 28]. From the aforementioned literature we
selected three basic descriptive statistics of dispersion (summation,
standard deviation, l2-norm), four well known pair metrics (chi-square
distance, cosine distance, earth mover’s distance, and dynamic time
warping), and a data preparation technique (Fourier transform).
The choices are motivated by their adequacy to the nature of
our data and the goal mentioned above, and their profusion is a sign
of complementarity. Observing that orientation profiles are circular,
suggests the use of the frequency domain, where regularities are easily
analyzed. Given that the data represents handwriting and handwriting
is deformed in an “elastic” fashion, makes dynamic time warping and
earth mover’s distance natural choices to measure variability, the very
reason for which the two methods were created. The sensitivity to
outliers of summation, standard deviation, and l2-norm is why they
are convenient in quality control. The chi-square and cosine distances
are chosen for the more prosaically reason of being standard methods
of vector distance measurement.
To design an integrated method we proceed along two ways. On
one hand we find the best methods by experimentation. On the other
hand we use ensemble methods to fuse the results of the base methods
(with the Borda count for sum of ranks and normalized magnitudes
[13, 49, 69, 70, 81, 46]). This allows to both circumvent the dilemma
of method selection and improve performance.
Algorithm (Fig. 4 bottom) — (1) Domain selection: Use as starting point the probability density function orientation vectors or the
magnitude of their Fourier transform. (2) Matrix to vector reduction:
Point-wise variant: Make a matrix whose rows are the orientation
vectors; then apply to each column the standard deviation or l2-norm
statistics to obtain a vector. Pair-wise variant: Compute the pair
distance between orientation vectors using chi-square, cosine, earth
mover’s, or dynamic time warping. (3) Vector to scalar reduction:
Apply summation, standard deviation, or l2-norm to the result of step
2, to get the writer class variability.

excerpted sample word

−90°

0°

+90°

Distribution of pair distances between profiles

class variability

v0M1 = 1.06 × 10-6

0

+
Algorithm schema for class variability measurement

observations
(angles)

M1-8, X13
chi-square distance
cosine distance
dynamic time warping
earth mover’s distance

variables
(profiles)

writer class
(matrix)

M1, 2
Fourier
transform
magnitude

M9-12
summation
standard deviation
l2-norm

pair-wise distances
(vector)
sum, std, l2
point-wise variability
(vector)

sum
std, l2

class variability
(scalar)

Figure 4. Within writer variability — Top: Contour orientation profiles of the
59 handwriting samples of writer id 0 of the IAM dataset, an unusual case of
left-slanting. — Middle: Distribution of pair distances between the profiles obtained
with method M1 of Fig. 6; values as green dots, density as blue line, numerical
value of class variability. — Bottom: Graphical representation of the algorithm for
class variability measurement, consisting in a matrix to vector to scalar reduction.

Inbetween writer variability — Once we got the variability for
each writer using the above methods, we simply rank them and obtain
the writer variability profile of the entire dataset (Fig. 5). We expect
the cuckoos to lie in the top classes, on the presumption that writers
have consistent writing styles, i.e. low variability.
Ranking stops — Before we start to manually check for misclassifications, there is a last automated step: determine when to stop the
manual check of top ranking classes. We devised a generic rule, highlighted the role of interactivity, and sketched a model-based method.
Generic stops — Looking at the dataset writer variability distributions (Fig. 5) we observe that, except for the low performing
method M12, few writer exhibit very high handwriting variability. By
taking as stops analytically meaningful values, e.g. multiples of the
standard deviation, we hope to isolate high variability writers from
the rest of the population. Fig. 6 confirms that cuckoos in the IAM
dataset fall within the range of the first two statistical stops, again,
with the exception of M8 and M12.
Depending on the available amount of time and desired quality
control precision, the user can chose at which level to stop the manual check – knowing that one should ideally check as many classes
as possible. The stops suggested here are an approximation of the 3
sigma rule used in process control applications [20: 69–70].
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Subjective stops — It is critical that the user be not blindly guided
by inflexible thresholds, but takes advantage of the information on
the whole dataset variability distribution revealed by its visualization.
Note the distinction between “when” and “were” to stop. The more a
class has members, the more time it takes time to verify them and less
long will be the affordable total number of checked ranks.
Model based stops — Two types of information could help us
refine setting the stops: knowledge of the natural writer variability in
the sampled population and knowledge of the misclassification propensity of the human or machine classifier having produced the dataset.
The former demands sufficient data for inferring a model. Sampling theory could be used to estimate how much exactly (one study
estimated at 1,200 the minimal sampling number representative of the
US writer population for forensic writer identification [79]). The real
problem, however, is not one of quantity, as of sampling method, given
the rudimentary knowledge of handwriting demographics [5: 185].
This issue leaves us unsure about if and when a variability model
based on one dataset realistically models any other. For instance, the
qualifier “Swiss” for the IAM dataset has to be understood in the
light of what it really samples. The unsuspecting user might think it
as representative of the Swiss population, while someone aware of
the diversity characteristic of this tiny country, will approach it with
more watchfulness. Indeed, the styles of scripts taught to children in
Switzerland varies with canton, school, and even individual teacher
[22]. To clarify the matter, the author conducted interviews with the
dataset producers [54]. It appears that specimens were collected mostly
from residents of canton Bern, friends and colleagues, their extended
families (id 472–475), some foreigners, including one “Gorbatchev”
(id 51) and “Zorro” himself (sic, id 607). Furthermore, sizable batches
were written outside Switzerland, in Greece, France, and Germany,
as well as a piece “written on the train” (id d05-021). The language
of the text to copy, English, was with few exceptions not the first
language of the participants, and, for some, even Latin was not their
everyday script. Production was guided by a ruled page positioned
under the writing form, adding to the graphonomical constraints. In
conclusion, the dataset is heterogeneous in terms of participants origins, motivations, and acquisition settings. The question is then what
value has its comparison with other existing handwriting collections,
Dutch, Greek, American, Arabic, or Chinese?
Manual check — The stop ranking allows, in signal theory terms,
to detect the presence of misclassified documents in writer classes;
the visual inspection carried out in this step, confirms and identifies
specific documents as such. Sometimes, clues demanding no handwriting expertise are enough to take a decision: signatures on the
original documents of the IAM dataset weighted strongly in favor
of handwriting samples being considered cuckoos, or not. Formal
handwriting expertise makes, however, better informed results. In
this case, the author is a trained paleographer and calligrapher. Table
2 lists handwriting features examined during the manual check, with
their use frequency. Inspection was greatly facilitated by the tool at
our disposal, the handwriting dataset visualizer Rex.
Reclassification — Reassigning discovered cuckoos to their
genuine membership class could be considered an activity beyond
quality control and, insofar as it is a identification task, a new start in
the classification–verification loop. For automated methods, see the
appropriate writer identification literature, for example [15].
Here, reclassification was performed semi-automatically, using
Rex. We first ranked the IAM dataset by slant, which corresponds
to the statistical mode of the orientation profile and is the most discriminant among the profile’s features [7: 631]. Then, we searched

M1

M2

M3

M4
M5

M6

M7
M8

M9

M10

M11

M12
X13
F3

white cuckoos
myriapods
mutants
hens
storks
black cuckoos
sparrows
swans

Figure 5. The handwriting variability of the IAM dataset writers — The graphs
represent the distribution of within writer variability according to the experimental
methods listed in Fig. 6. The x-axis gives the variability magnitude for the 301
classes with at least two handwriting samples (green dots); the blue line is the
probability density function of the distributions, normalized to fit the same area
for illustrative purposes. Cuckoos are marked by red crosses. — At the bottom
the approximate location of various demographic strata, according to the nomenclature of Table 1, which concur to give the distributions their particular shapes.

in the neighborhood of each detected cuckoo for possible identical
writers. None were found and we conclude that there are, in fact, 664
writers in the IAM dataset, instead of 657 as suggested by its metadata.
Software — Image processing and statistical analysis implemented
in the Alphonse system are custom functions written in the Matlab
programming language. The interactive visualizer Rex is a web application written server-side in PHP and utilizing a MySQL database,
and client-side in HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, with hyperlinks to
the online IAM dataset.
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Figure 6. System performance — The figure shows the methods tested in this
paper, with the data representation domain and metric names for measuring
the distance between documents and the class variability; the best performing
methods are in bold. Method X13 represents a third party system. The writer ids
are given for method M1; note that they change across methods; cuckoos beyond
rank 33 are aggregated left of the main bars. The writer typology is indicated by
color codes; refer to Table 1 for definitions. Proposed check stops are marked

by bars between ranks. In the performance table are given the extremities of
the soft and hard runs in term of ranks. The spread is the ratio of observed and
optimal rank variances of cuckold classes. The absolute precision indicates
the number of cuckold classes observable within the top-7 classes, where the
value “7” is given by the amount of genuine cuckold classes. The precision for
the 1st stop is an estimation of how well the stops were defined, i.e. the ratio of
cuckold classes found if stopping the manual verification at the proposed stop.

5. Performance evaluation and insights

Ground truthing — Seven cuckoos were manually identified in
the IAM dataset (either of the two documents of writer classes id 95,
259, 364, 420, 514, 527, and 577). The hypothesis that classes reported
here are cuckolds was confirmed by two police forensic experts and
two graphonomics computer scientists collaborating with the author
(but see [31] for the reliability of human experts).
Inquiries with the dataset producers revealed how the errors came
about. Initially, the IAM dataset was meant to serve the training of a
handwriting recognition system, so recording the writer identity was
secondary. After it became of interest, it was realized that writers do
not systematically sign their samples, making necessary a manual
post-hoc classification for part of the dataset. At that point, we surmise, appeared the cuckoos. Forms were distributed to participants
according to the id sequence and the distance between cuckoos of
same class in that system is 0, 0, 2, 3, 6, 16, and 268. This logical
and, possibly physical proximity in the document stack, might have
been a confusing factor during classification.
The success of our system at detecting misclassifications demonstrates the utility of an additional quality control layer, independent of
the dataset creators. Likewise, it portrays the advantages of combining
human and machine verification, supported by interactive visualization.
Results — Fig. 6 supplies numerical performance indicators and
permits comparative visual analysis of the experimental methods. The
best method is F3, which gives the longest soft stops, shortest hard
stops, and lowest spread, closely followed by M1. As it can be seen,
the system ranks classes containing misclassifications in reasonable
stop ranges, given the amount of writers with high variability in this
dataset. The quality of the performance can be even better apprehended when looking not at the rankings (Fig. 6), but at the magnitude
distribution (Fig. 5), where the cuckoos clearly appear as outliers.
Insights — (a) In a handwriting expertise system the script feature is not to always the most important factor. Some features have,
both for human and machine experts, stronger discriminative power

Performance criteria and indicators — A quality controller has
to know in which order to check writer classes for misclassification
and how many of them to check. The better a system responds to
these questions, the better is its performance, hence the choice of
the following evaluation criteria. (1) Rank of genuine cuckold writer
classes in the system output, expressed as rank of the first genuine
cuckold class (top), rank of the last class in the first consecutive run
(soft stop), and rank of the last ever genuine cuckold class (hard stop).
n
n
(2) Rank spread of cuckold classes RS = ∑ i = 1 r 2i / ∑ i = 1 i 2, were n is
the number of genuine cuckold classes and r their rank. The closer RS
is to 1, the better the system performs. The denominator normalizes
the actual system performance by the maximal performance, attained
when all cuckoos are contingent at the top of the ranking. The measure of rank spread, a ratio of variances with mean zero, palliates to
the independence of the precision measures from the distribution
of classes within the considered range. In a single value it makes
a synthesis of the other performance measures given here. Note its
sensitivity to outliers, which favors control methods yielding shorter
hard stops and faster completion of the quality control task. (3) Absolute precision, indicating the number of cuckold classes observable
within the top-7 classes, where the value “7” is given by the amount
of genuine cuckold classes. (4) Distinctiveness of cuckold classes,
conveyed by the distance between ranks (Fig. 5) and measurable by
the precision for the first stop, an estimation of how well the stops
were defined, i.e. the ratio of cuckold classes found if stopping the
manual verification process at the proposed stop. (5) Separability
between explainable and non explainable class variability (i.e. cuckoos, myriapods, and mutants vs hen writers). It is preferable to have
explainable handwriting variability among classes in the top ranks of
the output, because such classes take less resources to discard during
verification. (6) Difficulty of the quality control task, the special topic
to which Section 6 is devoted.
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Log-normal hypothesis

than others, e.g. allographs vs run lengths [15, 16, 61, 3]. So we
compared our system, which uses a good but not the best feature,
contour orientation, with an award winning system (X13), based on
the multiscale distribution of interest points in a handwriting sample,
such as corners, junctions, and extremities ([32], best student paper at
the International Graphonomics Society conference 2015). The fact
that we fare better in performance, prompted the ensuing two remarks.
(b) All elements of a handwriting expertise system are important. Our experiments underscore the importance of the document
distance metric to the expense of handwriting features. Additionally,
the experiments M11 and M12 show that just by choosing different
permutations of the same metric, performance can be significantly
affected. Besides ranking, the order of classes is also modified.
(c) Understanding the properties of the elements of a handwriting expertise system helps fine tuning its performance. This truism
is explained when we consider that even such a lowly feature as
run lengths has its place in the expert’s arsenal: it can model word
spacing, what the mighty allographs can not (for examples, select
“run lengths” in Rex). In respect to our experiments, the good performance of method M1 was achieved after realizing (α) that the
circular nature of the orientation pdf allows for vector comparison
in the frequency domain, which we knew to be a competitive shape
distance measurement technique (the MPEG-7 multimedia standard
incorporates frequency domain based shape description [58]), and
(β) that translation invariance, a property of the frequency domain,
has no adverse impact. A translation in the orientation profile corresponds to a change in handwriting slant [4: Fig. 5.1–5.2]. Due to
the biomechanics of handwriting, slant is correlated to shear, which
keeps profiles distinct (e.g., O → O ). Only mirrored styles will look
the same to the frequency domain distance measures ( = ), but
most Latin script is right slanted [4: Fig. 4].
(d) Importance of manual check. Long tailed distributions, as
exhibited by handwriting variation, have natural outliers [60, 10:
37–38], due to polystylistic writers and random text combinatorics.
A more imaginative handwriting expertise than usual is required to
establish their genuineness and separate them from cuckoos (Fig. 6),
strengthening thereby the rationale for manual check.
(e) System overfit. Studying the similarities and disparities of
the performance indicators, the question arises whether the system
is not overfitting the data, and what is the part of randomness in
the apparent fluctuation. One way to approach the question is brute
force method evaluation with many systems, on many datasets. The
comparison with a third party system, X13, alleviates overfitting
apprehensions; while multiplying the tested datasets has the drawback of using handwriting samples about which it is unknown what
exactly they represent within the wide variety of writer populations
and writing conditions. Another way, presented in the next section, is
by simulation of misclassifications in a controlled setting in a single
dataset and studying the system’s response.
(f) Limits. A “masking effect” between a cuckoo and members of
its host class occurs when the stylistic contrast between handwritings
is too low for the misclassification to be detected [10: 40] (Table 1).
Such cases are difficult to sort out, but the issue is mitigated by the
fact that it is more stringent to detect outlier misclassifications, since
they reduce more strongly the accuracy of expertise systems, than
exogenous items with low within class contrast.
(g) Handwriting variability for both a single writer and a population appears to follow roughly a log-normal distribution. It is well
known that many types of rapid human motions, such as produced
during handwriting and signature, can be modeled with log-normal

H0: accept (p = 0.532 > a = 0.05)

H0: reject (p = 0.000... < a = 0.05) H0: reject (p = 0.000... < a = 0.05)

H0: accept (p = 0.358 > a = 0.05)

Probability

Exponential hypothesis

Data
H0: reject (p = 0.000... < a = 0.05) H0: reject (p = 0.000... < a = 0.05) H0: reject (p = 0.004... < a = 0.05) H0: reject (p = 0.000... < a = 0.05)

M1

M8

X13

F3

Figure 7. The nature of the inbetween writer distribution — Probability plots of
data from Fig. 5 tested against fitted log-normal and exponential distributions.
The more the data dots fit the line, the better the adequacy between distributions.

distributions [66, 67, 24, 73]. Looking at Fig. 4b and 5, it is interesting to observe that, for entirely other reasons, this distribution type
manifestly applies equally to within and inbetween writer variability
of contour orientation. To test the hypothesis, we fitted the data to
a log-normal and an exponential distribution [55], respectively, and
performed an Anderson-Darling goodness-of-fit test between the
empirical and fitted data [63]. The null hypothesis is supported for
the log-normal, with the exception of methods M8 and X13, and
rejected for the exponential. Visual confirmation is obtained from
probability plots (Fig. 7). How can this phenomenon be explained
and what are its implications?
Writing by hand is similar to physical sports in that the writer
strives to achieve and maintain biomechanical consistency. Assuming
a statistical normal performance distribution, its left side is positively
skewed away from zero mean variability because of the difficulty of
near-perfect results, reserved to the – nowadays vanishing – elite of
penmanship and calligraphers. Because it is easy to loose concentration
on the quality of script while writing, especially long texts, a process
of decay stretches the right side of the distribution. The two writer
specific forces are supplemented by external ones. The left-hand skew
is amplified because identical results can’t be expected when the
written text, the writing implements, and the contextual distractions
perpetually change. Similarly, rare events such as deletions, introduce
outliers on the right of the distribution. When considering now the
handwriting variability in a population, its distribution shape is influenced by the mixture of demographic niches. While the mass of writers
maintain a certain regularity in writing, there are as well individuals
with extreme consistency, masters of multiple styles, adult learners
of foreign scripts, or simply sloppy writers, sometimes involuntary
subjects of random events, like writing produced on a train.
A practical implication of the log-normal handwriting variability distribution among a broad writer population is that in expertise
applications the human or machine expert should be aware of the real
possibility of genuine outliers [60]. At a theoretical level, the above
insights allow the creation of models of handwriting variability. In
respect to quality control, the log-normal distribution explains some
aspects of our system performance, namely the ease of cuckoo detection (note in Fig. 5 that with little exception cuckoos are outliers)
and their coexistence with genuine outliers in the top ranks (see the
mix of color coded writer types in Fig. 6).
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Figure 8. Impact of dataset contamination with high and low contrast documents on quality control performance — Unusual documents (a, top) induce a
high class variability (b) and push up class ranks (c), improving quality control
performance (d) more than average documents (a, bottom). — The continuous
line in the (b) diagram represents writer classes with more than two samples in
the IAM dataset corrected for misclassifications and ranked by level of variability.
The markers give the amount of within class variability in the same ranking order,
after contamination with the documents shown in (a). Rearranging the classes

according to the new variability, lets us compare the two distributions (c). When
a class has “progressed” in rank, it means that the cuckoo it contains can be
found more quickly. The degree of improvement in quality control performance
can be judged by the vertical distance of markers form the diagonal. Clearly,
contamination with highly individual samples produces far more detectable
cuckoos (the markers are close to the ordinate). The analysis is confirmed by
the response operating curves of the system, which compute the cumulative
amount of cuckoos per rank using method M1 (d).

6. Task difficulty and prediction

Layered performance evaluation — Given the interdependence
demonstrated above, the question arises about what exactly is evaluated: the system sensitivity, the data complication, or something
else? If we consider the quality control system to be the articulation
between data and user, then it is surrounded by a sequence of layers modulating its performance (Fig. 9). Data-side, the performance
depends on the dataset “complication” (in the horology sense of
the term), which is a result of a number of factors contributing to
the emergence of misclassifications: dataset producers excellence,
dataset scrambling severity, writer variability, and text combinatorics. User-side, performance is framed by the stringency of the use
case, its tolerance range, and the affordance of the system and user
to meet these requirements. (These factors determine the selection
of check stops, i.e. how many classes are to be manually checked
for cuckoos.) Finally, at the center of data–user interaction lies the
sensitivity of the quality control system to detect misclassifications.
The observed quality control performance fluctuates with all these
parameters. In conclusion, it seems necessary to distinguish between
system sensitivity, data complication, and use case constraints, when
addressing quality control performance.
Relative grading — To grade a quality control system we would
need a set of reference criteria. However, the class variability can
vary considerably given the number of layers affecting it – especially due to the randomness of scrambling – and there is no ready list
of criteria telling why a handwriting is more easy to expertise than
another. A solution to the first problem proceeds by “peeling” away
the contribution of each layer. After performing quality control we
obtain a version of the dataset hopefully unbiased by scrambling.
The amount of scrambling is indicative of the producers excellence,
an information also derivable from the quality of other datasets of
the same producer. The level of masking in the unbiased dataset
characterizes the difficulty of any system to deal with this specific
set of handwriting samples, and, in extenso, the difficulty created by
a writer population, assuming that the sample is statistically representative. A solution to the second problem – grading performance
without a reference scale – consists in comparing the performance

In the previous section we evaluated the quality control system
Alphonse relative to an a priori unknown number of “wild cuckoos”
occurring naturally in the IAM dataset. Would the performance be
the same if the misclassified documents were other? In other words,
how difficult was the task? To answer the question, controlled experiments of “artificial insemination” with known “laboratory cuckoos”
will be carried out in the following. They will allow to investigate
the possibility of a more generic performance measure, that proves
the soundness of our concept beyond its realization in the specifics
of a system and a dataset.
Performance in a coupled environment — We postulate that the
performance of a quality control system can be fully understood only
in reference to the task difficulty. To exemplify this, let us look at the
dependence of quality control on dataset structure, by performing an
endogenous contamination experiment with selected “Eastern Eggs”
(Fig. 8). First, we retrieve the two stylistically most exceptional and
average, respectively, handwriting samples, by finding, with method
M1, the documents with the maximal and minimal sum of distances
to all other documents in the dataset. They represent the best and the
worst performance we can expect from our system on this dataset.
Subsequently, these two Eastern Eggs are hidden in turn in each
class except their own and the change in class variability and rank
measured. We build a response operating curve (ROC) that for each
rank k gives the precision pk of the quality control as the number c
of Eastern Eggs appearing in the top-k ranks weighted by the total
k
number n of writer classes minus one: pk = ( ∑ i = 1 ci ) / (n – 1). As
expected, the performance curve of the average document is inferior
to that of the exceptional document, confirming that contamination
with high contrast documents is easier to detect than with low contrast
items (Fig. 8d).
Please consider that the “exceptional document” is so from the
vantage point of the measurement instrument. A human observer might
have selected, for example, writer id 122 as the most idiosyncratic: its
stretched intercharacter ligatures (
) are typical
of Arabic script, not Latin.
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Figure 9. Performance evaluation factors — This cause-and-effect diagram
shows how quality control performance is affected by a multitude of factors.
The concept of the inset diagram can be applied to each factor to evaluate
its degree of “difficulty” (the data is fictitious). To evaluate, for example, the
relative performance of a quality control system, we estimate the distribution of

the performance of other systems (blue curve) and compute the distance (red
arrow), in standard deviation units, between its mean (black line) and the absolute
performance value of the evaluated system (green line). Its performance can also
be evaluated in regard to whether it is within the use case tolerance range (gray
area) and below the affordance threshold (white line).

of the evaluated system with that of many others: a well-performing
system is one that is at least as good as the majority of other systems,
within the frame of the same set of data and use case parameters. Fig.
9 shows, for fictitious data, how the relative grading could be visually
represented. Next we turn to obtaining numerical indicators for the
scrambling severity and sample difficulty.
Prediction — What does it mean that a population or dataset is
“prone to misclassifications”? When there is high in-class variability
and low between-class variability, then cuckoos are easily masked
by genuine outliers, humans and machines can easier make classification mistakes, and it is more difficult to establish good quality
control stops. These characteristics create conditions favorable to the
emergence of cuckoos. The question to consider is how to predict
the misclassification proneness. We also have to keep in mind that
this is a distinct question from the measurement and prediction of
the dataset scrambling severity.
In order to evaluate the proneness for misclassification of a
dataset unbiased by cuckoos, it would have to be scrambled in all
possible ways [10: 37–38]. As an approximation, a sample could be
drawn from the totality of permutations. For instance, we could extend
the Eastern Eggs experiment by systematically contaminating each
writer class with each item of the dataset, not just the most excep-

tional and most common (Fig. 10). The precision of quality control
after this operation is inverse-proportional to the masking potential
of the sampled population and represents the absolute quality control
performance to expect from this system–dataset pairing. Because
the method scrambles only one cuckoo egg at any given time, it
produces an optimistic estimation: its value would decrease with an
increase of contaminant documents and contaminated classes. If the
performance of other systems is known, these values let us compute
the relative challenge to quality control. Since outcomes depend on
the selected script features and variability measurements, the same
instruments have to be used for benchmarking the performance of
different systems and difficulties of different dataset.
To compare two datasets X and Y we rely on the ratio r of the
medians mx and my, respectively, of the set of areas Ax and Ay under the
ROCs: r = mx / my. Depending on the nature of the compared datasets,
a result greater than unit indicates (1) a low scrambling severity or
(2) a lower difficulty for quality control of dataset X against Y. The
IAM dataset appears to have both a medium scrambling severity
(r = 1.02) and a medium structural difficulty (large spread of ROC
curves) (Fig. 10). A look at the location of cuckoos on the centrality
distribution in the same figure suggests that, with one exception, they
are not outliers, that is, they could have occurred with relative ease.
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Figure 10. Scrambling severity and dataset difficulty — Left: The grayscale bitmap
represents the distribution of 1539 × 294 ROCs for the exhaustive scrambling of
the IAM dataset (contamination by each document of all writer classes having
more than two samples). It is obtained from pdfs of ROC values for each rank
and informs us about the dataset difficulty. Superposed is the median ROC
(blue) and the 14 ROCs of natural cuckoos (green) and their own median (red).
By comparing the ROC distribution of artificial (A) and natural (N) cuckoos we
can estimate the scrambling severity. – Right top: Statistics of the area under
the ROCs. — Right bottom: Eccentricity of individual documents in respect to all
others, as the sum of pairwise distances measured with method M1 (blue). The
two documents in Fig. 9 are the most central and eccentric and coincide with the
graph extremities. Cuckoos appear in the densest part of the distribution (red).

Table 2. Elements of human handwriting expertise — Lists of graphonomic expertise elements [41, 5: 128]; in red those effectively used by us for groundtruthing.

7. Future research

or likelihood paradigms [72] – would indeed allow the evaluator to
take into account, in a flexible way, the richness of factors that shape
performance. Presently, however, the paucity of data and theory precludes such promises. For example, our knowledge of handwriting
demographics is too limited to define priors and likelihoods, as is our
ability to quantify the difficulty of various expertise tasks, such as
quality control, verification, identification, classification, or retrieval.
In truth, this work does have a Bayesian twist. Our belief in the
quality of the system’s performance was updated to include information
(“para-data”) not present in the data measured by the contour orientation
instrument or in the dataset metadata. First, the signatures revealed
non-native Latin writers, whose high handwriting variability masked
true cuckoo classes. This contributed to the necessity of developing a
writer typology and prompted a reconsideration of how performance
could be measured. Second, interviewing the dataset producers illuminated the unexplained complication of the IAM dataset and what to
expect from it in terms of sample representativity. Last, the development
of the quality control method itself, predicated by the potentialities of
the various technical choices tributary to the subjective approach of
the author and feeding a lengthy stream of preprint versions of this
paper, was an iterative Bayesian optimization process, reflected by the
performance of the proposed method. The above remarks are meant
to recall that the psychology and sociology of scientific research are
also part of the solution to an engineering problem.

Multiple features systems — What would it take to fully automate
quality control? For handwriting recognition, the creators of the NIST
dataset have convincingly argued in favor of semiautomatic solutions
as being faster and more reliable. Their work brought them to the
startling conclusion that “a quoted accuracy rate for a set of segmented
characters is meaningless without reference to human performance
on the same set of characters” [86: 1, 6–10]. To address the question
for writer verification, we looked at the elements that went into the
human expertise deployed for cleaning datasets infested with cuckoos.
We found that all decisions were based on a limited set of handwriting features and our decisions were strengthened when several
indices concurred (Table 2). Only a single document could not have
been possible to attribute to the correct writer given only sample dissimilarities, were it not for an identical signature on two forms (Fig.
3, id 555; a fact check revealed two homonymous students by that
name at IAM, but from different points in time). Logic and contextual
knowledge (e.g. on the dataset demographics) didn’t play any role in
our decisions (but it might do for other datasets and use cases). There
were instances a writer using exclusively uppercase letters in one
sample and mixed cases in another (Fig. 3, id 297), or a prevalence
of some letters due to the content that made two samples by the same
writer look dissimilar to our measuring instrument (Fig. 3, id 208).
By reasoning we understood from where the disparity came, but the
factors where not something not detectable by state of the art algorithms. We conclude that it seems possible to substantially improve the
quality of authorship control using a multidimensional handwriting
features space. Indeed, multiple classifier systems gave good results
in other handwriting expertise domains, such as writer identification
[44, 39], and had in this very paper positive impact on performance.
Probabilistic approach — The layered performance factors
discussed in the last section and graphically represented in Fig. 9,
strike as apt to be modeled by a probabilistic network. The probabilistic approach to quality control – following the Bayesian [45]

8. Conclusion

We presented a generic method to detect mislabeled script samples in handwriting datasets and an exemplary software system for
quality control of writer identities. The method is appropriate when
no machine learning is desired or possible. The procedure’s essence
consists in an automated ranking of writer classes by within-class
handwriting variability, given some statistical measure of spread,
followed by interactive manual inspection of a number of classes
deemed potential harborers of misclassifications. Experiments were
12

conducted and misclassifications successfully detected; the performance
of our system compares well with that of other. Performance is best
evaluated considering system sensitivity, dataset complication, and
use case requirements. Methods are discussed to measure and predict
the difficulty of performing quality control on arbitrary datasets.
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Supplementum

On data complexity in pattern recognition, including handwriting analysis, the reader might want to consult the rich collection of
articles in M. Basu and T.K. Ho (eds.), Data Complexity in Pattern
Recognition, London: Springer, 2006. [Many thanks to George Nagy
for pointing out this reference.]
A further contribution to misclassification research, in the context of data streams, is M.-R. Bouguelia, Y. Belaïd, and A. Belaïd,

“Stream-based Active Learning in the Presence of Label Noise”, in
Proc. 4th Intl Conf. on Pattern Recognition Applications and Methods, Lisbon, Portugal, Jan. 10–12, 2015, pp. 25–34. Inspiration on
the study of misclassification can be gathered also from the topic
of rare categories: Jingrui He, Analysis of Rare Categories, Berlin:
Springer, 2012.
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The best method to measure the distance between two vectors
was based on the magnitude of these vectors in the frequency domain
(Fig. 6). Fig. S2 shows an improved method (M13), implementing
a low-pass filter in which the magnitude is weighted by 1/f, were f
represents the frequency associated to the indices of the magnitude
vector. Let us note that the phase distortion between vectors produced

much worse results (calculated as sum of the arclengths of the circular
distance between phase vectors).
A recent addition to nomenclatures using animal names comes
from political sciences and concerns the voters bestiary: Jason Brennan,
Against Democracy, Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2016.
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